Mo.net Cloud

Managed Software as a Service

The demand for ever more complex financial models, the reduction
in time between reporting cycles and the need for greater
auditability may mean that businesses reach the limit of their
current IT capacity. The options may seem clear: try to manage and
accept the business risk or use more internal resources and more
hardware.

The solution
Mo.net Cloud provides an alternative and more effective solution.
It provides on-demand pre-configured Mo.net capacity in a secure
cloud environment.
Working with our cloud partner, Solvinity, the solution offers:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

quick and seamless extension of your current physical
hardware resources, all controlled from your infrastructure;
scalable computing capacity for parallel running of Mo.net
models in the cloud;
access to pre-configured Mo.net Production Servers (source
control, centralised model execution and automated testing);
management of Mo.net licences and software versions;
secure VPN connection to our servers and your data, stored in
European Tier 3+ datacentre; and
simple pricing scheme: pay for installation and per usage.

usage or to meet the requirements of individual projects:
●●

●●

●●

the complexity of adapting in-house capabilities and
acquiring new skills is removed, and instead actuarial
modelling teams can rely on outsourcing this function to
trusted industry experts;
utilising a flexible infrastructure will benefit from greatly
reduced run times of models and/or allow you to build more
precision into your calculations; and
no capital investment of hardware and inefficient utilisation
of resources - costs are aligned to capacity and usage.

Moving to a cloud solution involves an in-depth risk analysis for
any business and we appreciate that it can be a complex decision.
Our consultants are ready to help you through this process and to
provide your business with the confidence in Mo.net Cloud and all
the advantages it can offer.

For more information
Darren Richards
darren.richards@oacplc.com
+44 (0)20 7278 9500
www.monetfinancialmodelling.com

The benefits
Businesses will soon recognise the benefits of having access to ondemand secure and flexible computing power for either day-to-day
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